
Capture a photo or video of your cat 
completing the various tasks on the list. 

 

Each task is worth 1 point.
One picture/video can count for up to 2 tasks. For example, if your cat
wore a harness while getting a cattuccino, one photo/video could count for #1
and #9. You cannot use one photo/video for more than two tasks.
If you have multiple cats, they can all participate in the challenge, but they
each need to complete their own tasks. 
All tasks must have been completed between July 9-25, 2021.

RULES: 
1.
2.

3.

4.

mini Adventure Challenge

www.kittycatgo.com

Post in the KittyCatGO Adventure Team Facebook Group 

Post on Instagram and use #kittycatgoadventurechallenge 

In your posts, please specify which task numbers your cat is
completing.

HOW TO SUBMIT ENTRIES: 

       AND/OR

       (as a Grid Post - Stories and Reels not accepted)

Deadline to submit: Sunday, July 25th, 2021 11:59pm EDT

All participants who complete at least 20 tasks from
the challenge list will be entered into a random

drawing to win one of our Kylo Leashes.

To officially join and be eligible for the prize drawing, you
must register at www.kittycatgo.com/adventure-challenge



Wearing a harness
Walking on a leash
Getting brushed
Getting a nail trim
Jumping from one surface to
another
Willingly getting into a carrier
Performing a new trick (clicker
training or other form of trick
training)
Riding in a backpack/carrier/stroller
Getting a cattuccino
Climbing stairs
Walking on a fence/railing/ledge
Beside a fountain
Going somewhere you've never
been before
At a fruit orchard/field

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

14.

15. Eating at a restaurant outdoor patio
16. At a beach (ocean, lake, river)
17. At a pet-friendly store
18. Climbing a tree
19. Going geocaching
20. Showing how you stay cool on 
       summer outings (or warm on winter 
       outings for those in the Southern 
       Hemisphere)
21. Pariticpating in any kind of water 
       sport (canoe/kayak/SUP/boat/etc.)
22. Walking down the sidewalk in the 
       city
23. Meeting up with a friend for an
      adventure (human or animal)
24. Going on a walk/hike with at least 
       200ft elevation gain
25. Hike/walk 1 mile

Task #1-8 may be completed inside. 
Tasks #9-25 must be completed outside your home.

Complete at least 20 tasks to be entered into a prize drawing for
your very own Kylo Leash!


